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Boon Tea is a purveyor of small-batch, specialty & pure loose-leaf teas, sourcing its 
ingredients directly from local farmers and producers, who are experts at iden�fying 

and developing varietals that burst with character and flavor. The teaware collec�ons 
are designed in-house with func�onality and beau�ful aesthe�cs in mind.
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BLOSSOM COLLECTION
PACKAGING OPTIONS

Signature pure loose leaf  teas with refined, familiar tastes 
and holistic benefits. Direct from source and poignant 
craftsmanship are the muse of  this sophisticated selection. 
Perfect for any tea drinkers looking for delightful flavors, 
versatility, and a daily fix.

CURRENT OFFERINGS
15 Grams
Sampler

100 Grams
Pouch

100 Grams
Canister

One of the most popular teas in China, this supple oolong has a soothing texture, laced 
with notes of mineral and toasted walnuts. Known also as "Iron Buddha" or "Tie Guan Yin", 
this spectacular lightly oxidized tea has an en�cing floral aroma and vanilla minerality, 
yielding a cup of medita�ve bliss.

OOLONG TEA ANXI, CHINAALLOY GODDESS

Harvested from century-old tea trees on the majes�c Phoenix Mountain in Wuyi, which 
has a specatular 1,300 meters al�tude. Iden�fied by its honey peach fragrance and long 
twisted leaves, this wonderfully accessible high-fired tea is commonly known in the region 
as "rock oolong".

WUYI, CHINAOOLONG TEAANCIENT PHOENIX

NANTOU, TAIWANOOLONG TEAETERNAL SPRING

FENGQING, CHINABLACK TEARED PINE

FENGQING, CHINABLACK TEAGOLDEN MAPLE

A new type of breakfast tea without the bi�erness and astringency that is associated with 
it, this warming black tea is a variety of the “Dianhong” style produc�on, exclusive to the 
Yunnan province of China. During the oxida�on process, the leaves turn darker in color 
than the buds, yielding an ombre auburn effect. Tea liquor shows reddish, orange tones.

A truly unique “Dianhong” black tea primarily consists of leaf buds, the oxida�on process 
produces its beau�fl golden feathery dry leaves. Yields a golden cup of soothing warmth, 
this splendid tea exudes a signature taste of roasted hazelnuts and fruity sweetness, with a 
texture that is similar to syrup consistency, making this a wonderful a�ernoon tea op�on.
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Refreshing and floral like the first dew of spring, this lightly-oxidized oolong tea is fresh and 
grassy in taste with a creamy texture and wild flower fragrance that balances the whole 
experience. A truly remarkable tea from single origin and clean source. Fashioned into 
�ght pearls that will slowly unrfurl as the infusion proceeds.



BLOSSOM COLLECTION

An accessible form of ripe puerh that taste wonderfully dynamic and invigora�ng. The 
clusters of tea leaves are formed naturally from the heat, moisture, and compression 
during the fermenta�on and "piling” process. Signature to Yunnan puerh teas, this dark tea 
boast a bold earthy and mossy taste and yields mul�ple infusions. A 2012 vintage.

MENGKU, CHINAPUERH TEAOLD DOME

CURRENT OFFERINGS cont’d
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From the award-winning farmer with five genera�ons of exper�se in producing superior 
Japanese green tea, our sencha has all the signature hallmarks of a high quality green tea, 
but with a complexity and finesse that exceeds expecta�ons. Shaded for one week before 
harvest, the process preserves an abundance of amino acid, which allows the development 
of a savory and vegetal sweetness that makes this tea truly beau�ful and unique.

SHIZUOKA, JAPANGREEN TEASENCHA

A delicate indulgence with a floral flair, this white tea consists of buds and young shoots 
only, handpicked and processed lightly to retain its most natural flavor and form. Recogniz-
able by its sweet notes of honey, cucumber, and a slight citrusy tang, this is an elegant 
choice that is soothing and gentle on the body.

FUDING, CHINAWHITE TEAWHITE PEONY

PRESSED TEAS

An age-old form of  production that involves steaming the tea leaves and pressing them into disk molds 
or roll them into balls for easy transport, storage, and consumption.

WILD DOE

BLOOM
LABEL

DARK STAG EVERLASTING

PUERH
TEA

JINGMAI
CHINA

PUERH
TEA

LANCANG
CHINA

RAW
PUERH

BANGDONG
CHINA

357 Grams Tea Cake 357 Grams Tea Cake

200 Grams Tea Cake

A tantalizing dark tea that yields a smooth 
cup of warmth that exudes earthy tones 
with a �nge of medjool dates sweetness.

Naturally rich in earthy notes with mellow 
sweetness, this dark tea yields mul�ple 

infusions. Aged to its finest.

Awonderfully fair introduc�on 
to an age-form of produc�on. 
Yields a golden cup of delight 

with notes of chardonnay, 
orchid and honey.



BLOOM
LABEL

CURRENT OFFERINGS
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FUDING, CHINAWHITE TEASILVER NEEDLE

JADE DEW

WUYI, CHINABLACK TEASCARLET WOODS

EVERLASTING

SHIZUOKA, JAPANGREEN TEA

LANCANG, CHINAPUERH TEA

Our handcra�ed wild black tea from the Wuyi Mountains in southeast China yields 
mul�ple mesmerizing infusions that taste of hazelnut, orchid and a hint of mint. This 
biodynamic blessing from nature is one to savor and enjoy with friends and family.

Droplets of dark emerald jewels, polished and refined, known more commonly as 
Gyokuro, this vibrant green tea is shaded for three weeks before harvest to elevate the 
level of chlorophyll and amino acids within the leaves, giving the tea its classic sweet 
and savory flavor and smooth texture.

A divine spring harvest of young buds, historically reserved for the emperor and 
esteemed guests of the royal family. Characterized for its elegant and fragrant orchid 
scent and mild flavor, soothing for the body, mind and spirit. Exquisitely packaged in our 
signature oval canister.

Naturally rich in earthy notes with all-rounded sweetness, this dark tea is the most 
palatable and smooth ripe puerh we have to offer. Yields mul�ple infusions, aged to its 
finest. A 2015 Vintage. A member of our Bloom Label.

CEREMONIAL MATCHA SHIZUOKA, JAPANGREEN TEA

SPECIALTY TEA

This single origin premium matcha is harvested from a clean souce producing �he Okumidori 
cul�var, which is a highly prized tea plant variety produced by selec�ve breeding for its pure 
and well-balanced flavor. Rich and savory with a delicate sweetness, this stone-milled refresh-
ing green tea powder is the epitome of ceremonial grade matcha.

MORE COMING SOON

An anthology of  six loose leaf  teas at its prime, blooming phase. 
Each tea has an inspiring story that celebrates the craftsmanship of  
dedicated tea farmers and producers. Our approach upends the 
traditional notions of  tea culture and lifestyle with an authentic, 
modern LA perspective.



ARTISAN RESERVE
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EIGHTEEN CARAT

BLACK
TEA

SUN MOON
LAKE, TAIWAN

FORMOSA RED

BLACK
TEA

SUN MOON
LAKE, TAIWAN

VIOLET HILLS

BLACK
TEA

SUN MOON
LAKE, TAIWAN

A crossbreed between the origi-
nal wild tea varietal from Taiwan 

and the Myanmar Burma, a 
large-leaf varietal. Known for its 

signature dried lychee sweetness 
and a hint of mint, this black tea 
has a mesmerizing character that 
is difficult to emulate. Very easy 

on the palate with incredible 
depth and richness that resem-
bles a fresh glass of iced liba�on 

on a warm summer night.

A curated collection of  premium specialty teas, offering a spectacular experience with tea as an art form. Small 
batch and hand-selected by our founder for truly unique flavors and craftsmanship by expert tea masters, this 
uncommon selection is bound to impress connoisseurs and novices alike.

An original Taiwanese wild tea 
variety produced and harvested 

in the Sun Moon Lake terroir, this 
fragrant black tea is highly prized 
for its honey orchid and cedar-

wood flavors. A very rare variety 
that is hardly made available 

beyond the shores of this won-
derful island, this delicate and 
tasteful premium tea is pure in 
flavor and yields a lovely cup of 
violet liquor with amber hues.

Produced through a selec�ve 
breeding process between the 

Chinese Keemun varietal and the 
Indian Assam, this bold and robust 
black tea has all the quali�es of a 

smooth breakfast tea but with 
minimal astringency and bi�erness 
and ample of fruity sweetness and 

earthy mellowness, making this 
incredibly well-balanced cup of 
warmth a true representa�ve of 
premium Taiwanese black tea.

TAIWANESE BLACK TEA EDITION
While Taiwan is traditionally known for their high mountain oolong teas, which 
are shaped into tight-knit balls that unfurls and infuses gently over time, the dark 
horse of  the tea industry on this beautiful island is black tea. Historically, it was 
said that the Japanese imported the Indian Assam variety into Taiwan, taking the 
Indian tea seed and planting it in Taiwanese soil. Bred without pesticides, harvest-
ed by hand, and crafted by generations of  knowledge and skills, all our Taiwanese 

black teas are produced from a single origin and clean source.

PACKAGING OPTION

30 Grams
Canister

NEW



TEAWARE COLLECTION
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ORIENTAL COLLECTION

ORIGIN COLLECTION

2019-20 Edition

Gaiwan
100ml

Decanter
160ml

Teacup & Saucer
40ml

Teacup & Saucer
175ml

Teapot
180ml

BLOOM LABEL

BLOSSOM COLLECTION

Please note that because of  the handcrafted nature of  our teaware items, we are only able to 
offer them as limited edition collections.

As the tradi�on of tea culture and the arts are steeped deep in the Eastern heritage, we have elected to 
uphold the original forms of tea brewing vessels, as it provides sustainable func�onality. Instead of 

age-old aesthe�cs, our in-house designs feature floral shapes and pa�erns with a minimal color pale�e 
that reflects the core of our brand’s concept and design, giving this collec�on a truly unique look. 

Designed for every day use, convenience, and func�onality, this set of teapot and teacup & saucer 
sports our signature floral mo�f on top of a transparent blue glaze and fired at a high temperature to 

ensure the pris�ne white of the porcelain clay is accentuated. The volume of the two teaware items are 
essen�ally iden�cal, which makes decan�ng the tea as simple as steeping and pouring.


